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Seven (7) industry 
leaders are chosen to 
form the first NCCCO 
Board of Directors, 
led by President Earl 
Johnson, Jr., Carolina 
Crane Corporation, 
Raleigh, NC

The distinctive CCO 
logo is unveiled, 
designed for 
NCCCO by Link-
Belt Construction 
Equipment;  it will 
remain essentially 
unchanged for the 
next two decades

Professional 
Examination 
Service (PES) is 
selected to assist in 
the development and 
administration of CCO 
written examinations

Industry leaders 
and subject matter 
experts gather in 
Shady Grove, PA 
for a meeting that 
is to prove critical in 
establishing the basic 
blueprint for CCO 
certification

The Specialized Carriers & 
Rigging Association (SC&RA) 
decides to form a separate 
organization to develop and 
administer a nationwide program 
of operator certification, and 
the National Commission for the 
Certification of Crane Operators 
(NCCCO) is born
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First CCO certification 
written exams 
become available 
after almost 10 years 
of industry study and 
development

First 11 Commissioners 
are appointed to 
serve on the NCCCO 
Commission

The Practical Exam 
Task Force develops 
second draft of  
the mobile crane  
“hands-on” exam

Work begins on  
the Recertification 
Program for  
mobile cranes

A Speakers’ Bureau 
is formed to assist with 
industry outreach

Number of states 
in which CCO written 
exams have been 
administered rises to 23

First tangible 
endorsements of 
CCO certification 
begin to emerge, from 
the petrochemical 
industry and insurance 
companies

Major national 
outreach program 
is developed to 
highlight advantages 
of CCO certification to 
employers and project 
owners

Successive meetings of 
the CCO Certification 
Task Force refine the 
essential elements 
of CCO certification 
exams
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NCCCO develops a 
capital campaign 
to raise badly 
needed funds to 
sustain its mobile 
crane certification 
program

A further 16 
industry experts 
are identified 
to join the 
Commission as 
Commissioners

Number of 
candidates tested 
passes the 2,000 
mark and April sets 
a new record for 
the most candidates 
tested in a single 
month (400)

First redesigned 
CCO certification 
cards are issued to 
favorable reaction 
from certificants

A comprehensive 
examination 
revision and item 
writing program 
is initiated to 
developed new 
forms of CCO tests

Criteria for 
recertification 
are established

NCCCO reaches out to 
federal OSHA to request 
formal recognition; liaison 
with other state and 
government agencies as 
well as industry groups 
intensifies

First international 
interest emerges, from 
Venezuela’s state-owned 
petroleum enterprise 
PDVSA and its education 
arm, CIED; meetings are 
held in both the US and 
Venezuela

All marketing 
materials are 
completely revised; 
The Certifier 
becomes NCCCO’s 
official publication

NCCCO takes further 
steps to protect 
its intellectual 
property with the 
trade marking of 
the CCO 
logo and 
acronym

VENEZUELA
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First workshop to train and 
authorize examiners to 
administer CCO practical 
exams—a result of the 
new Practical Examiner  
Accreditation program— 
is held, in Ravenswood, WV

5,000th crane operator 
candidate tests

SC&RA’s Board of Directors 
approves the forgiveness 
of one of two loans it had 
made to NCCCO

Significant streamlining 
of the CCO registration 
and reporting process is 
introduced

CCO certification is awarded 
accreditation for the first 
time, from the National 
Commission 
for Certifying 
Agencies (NCCA)

NCCCO selects 
National 
Assessment 
Institute to 
assist in the 
development of 
the CCO mobile 
crane practical 
exam

NCCCO meets with 
West Virginia’s 
Commissioner of 
Labor regarding 
rulemaking being 
developed following 
the passage of crane 
operator certification 
legislation

CONEXPO 
Seminar 
Committee 
selects CCO 
certification 
for its 1999 
program

A.K. Steel becomes  
one of the first  
known employers 
to require CCO 
certification during 
construction of its new 
Rockport, IL plant
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First CCO mobile crane 
practical exams 
administered during a 
one-year phase-in period

Number of accredited 
practical examiners 
passes 150 mark

10,000th candidate 
registers for CCO 
certification exams

Additional improvements 
made to CCO test 
accessibility with 
expedited “on demand” 
testing and late 
applications permitted

Experior Assessments 
is selected to 
replace PES for the 
administration and 
further development of 
CCO written exams

In an unprecedented 
move, Federal OSHA 
and NCCCO sign 
an Agreement that 
officially recognizes CCO 
certification as meeting 
ASME B30 qualification 
requirements

OSHA’s Advisory 
Committee on 
Construction Safety 
and Health (ACCSH) 
recommends that OSHA 
revise its crane rules 
through negotiated 
rulemaking

Nine states test 
for the first time, 
bringing NCCCO‘s 
nationwide coverage 
to 42 states

West Virginia becomes 
the first state in the 
nation to require CCO 
certification; uses it as 
the basis for its Class A 
state license

National interest 
in CCO certification 
climbs to record 
high with contractors 
and rental firms 
establishing test sites, 
or testing through local 
association offices

0
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CCO certification 
is approved to 
provide testing to 
U.S. military through 
the Department of 
Defense DANTES 
program

Engineering News 
Record (ENR) 
magazine bestows 
its Newsmaker of 
the Year Award

CCO certification is 
cited by AM Best 
in its Underwriting 
Guide, the 
authoritative 
publication used 
by insurance 
underwriters 
when assessing risk

NCCCO is appointed to two 
key industry committees: 
the Professional 
Certification Advisory 
Board (PCAB) established 
by the Veterans 
Administration, and the 
Constructor Certification 
Commission of the 
American Institute of 
Constructors

Development begins 
of a comprehensive 
auditing program 
for CCO practical 
test administrations; 
the first auditors are 
selected and trained

Experience 
is no longer 
permitted as 
an alternative to 
passing the CCO 
practical exam

NCCCO 
appointed to 
Cal-OSHA 
Advisory 
Committee on 
crane operator 
certification

OSHA 
says CCO 
certification 
having “a 
significant 
and positive 
impact.”

AGC/St. Paul 
mandate CCO 
certification 
for their Train-
the-Trainer crane 
operator safety 
program

National 
Organization 
for Competency 
Assurance (NOCA) 
selects NCCCO to 
present at its annual 
conference on the 
development of the 
CCO practical exam

AGC of California 
and the Southern 
California 
Contractors 
Association endorse 
CCO certification, 
followed by the 
Houston Business 
Roundtable

New Mexico 
requests the 
use of the 
CCO practical 
exam for its 
state license

The I-99 extension 
to State College, 
Pennsylvania
becomes the first 
major highway 
project to require 
CCO certification 
for all operators

First Recertification 
Program introduced, 
for mobile crane 
certificants

NCCCO becomes the 
first organization to 
receive recognition for 
its industry 
certification 
process under 
the National 
Skill Standards Board’s 
Certification Recognition 
program

CCO certification 
is approved for 
re-imbursement 
of certification 
fees to retiring military 
personnel under the new 
Montgomery GI Bill

The CCO Load 
Chart Manual is 
published as an 
aid to candidates 
preparing for CCO 
certification exams

NCCCO Written 
Exam Management 
Committee 
completes 
comprehensive 
review of the CCO 
item bank

Steel Erectors 
Association of America 
(SEAA) and NEA: 
Association of Union 
Constructors endorse 
CCO certification

Among regional 
organizations endorsing 
CCO certification are 
Associated General 
Contractors of 
Georgia and the 
Washington Crane 
Safety Association

CCO certification is 
adopted as a component 
of the Erector 
Certification 
Program of 
the American 
Institute of 
Steel Construction 
(AISC)

NCCCO is appointed 
chair of the Information 
Gathering Committee 
of the Professional 
Certification 
Advisory Board 
(PCAB)

NCCCO implements 
its Employer Survey  
Program and 
establishes a 
database with the 
first 200 employers 
recognizing CCO 
certification
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NCCCO is appointed by ANSI 
to its Personnel Certification 
Accreditation Committee 
(PCAC) to develop a process 
of meeting accreditation 
requirements of  ISO 17024

The number of NCCCO 
Accredited Practical 
Examiners passes the 
300 mark

OSHA reaffirms its Agreement 
with NCCCO recognizing CCO 
certification as meeting OSHA 
training requirement

American Subcontractors 
Association endorses CCO 
Certification

Cooperative Agreement signed 
with the Associated General 
Contractors of America (AGC) 
“to help ensure that a  
system of measuring   
the knowledge and  
skill of crane operators 
is available in an 
effective, efficient manner”
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Overhead Crane 
Operator and Tower 
Crane Operator 
certification are 
identified as the first 
programs to spearhead 
the expansion of 
NCCCO activities since 
mobile crane operator 
certification was launched 
seven years earlier

A Development Program is 
established to raise funds for the 
development of the new CCO 
certification programs

A new Job Task Analysis 
is conducted to ensure CCO 
mobile crane exams remain 
fair, valid and reliable

OSHA assembles the 
Cranes and Derricks 
Advisory Committee 
(C-DAC) to revise the 
OSHA crane rule; NCCCO 
is requested to provide 
expert testimony

First insurance 
premium discounts 
for employers of 
CCO-certified crane 
operators offered

South Carolina Department of 
Transportation joins PennDoT, 
Washington DC, and California’s 
Valley Transit Authority in 
requiring CCO certification

The state of 
Hawai’i requires 
CCO certification

The City of 
Omaha formally 
recognizes CCO 
certification 
as meeting 
its licensing 
requirements
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Tower Crane 
Operator certification 
becomes the first new 
CCO certification to be 
introduced since the 
inception of the NCCCO 
program

Mobile crane 
recertification 
program gathers pace 
with 4,500 successful 
candidates recorded

CCO certification passes 
its first five-year 
review by accrediting 
body, NCCA, with 
flying colors

The Canadian province of 
British Columbia  proposes 
adopting CCO certification

C-DAC votes to require crane 
operators to be certified as 
part of its federal crane rule 
revision; submits its draft rule 
to OSHA

New Jersey replaces its long 
boom license with a new rule 
requiring CCO certification

NCCCO presents at its first 
international conference, 
Crane Safety 2004, in 
London, England

The NCCCO website is 
re-launched to provide 
greater access by 
candidates and employers 
to CCO program materials

NCCCO’s Overhead 
Crane Task Force 
finalizes its work in 
preparation for a 
2005 program launch 05
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CCO Overhead 
Crane Operator 
certification 
introduced

Number of 
candidates 
testing on CCO 
certification 
exams reaches 
40,000

NCCCO lowers 
number of 
candidates 
required for 
its Practical 
Examiner 
Accreditation 
Workshops

IAI establishes 
regional testing 
centers in 
California to 
accommodate 
surge in testing 
following new state 
requirement

Requirement 
to pass CCO 
written exams 
before practical 
exams is removed

New range of CCO branded 
merchandise becomes 
available for certificants to 
publicize their achievement

OSHA convenes 
SBREFA panel to 
assess impact of new 
crane rule on small 
business

Bechtel requires 
CCO certification 
at its Hanford, WA 
vitrification plant

Minnesota 
establishes a 
requirement for 
crane operators 
to be certified 
by nationally 
accredited 
certification 
bodies

California introduces 
mandatory crane 
operator certification 
for mobile and tower 
crane operators in 
general industry as well 
as construction; Nevada 
adjusts its requirements 
to mirror CA

State of Montana 
recognizes CCO 
certification as 
equivalent to its 
state license
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1,000th NCCCO 
Practical Test Site 
established

CCO Tower Crane 
Recertification 
program introduced

CCO Certification Card 
Identification program for 
employers launched

NCCCO steps up 
protection of its 
intellectual property 
with a 4-Step Guide to 
the use of its trademarks

Reference to 17.5 tons 
capacity in CCO operator 
certification categories is 
removed

ANSI adopts the international 
accreditation standard for personnel 
certification bodies—ISO 17024

NCCCO signs Cooperative 
Agreement with the  
American Society  
of Civil Engineers- 
Construction Institute

Utah establishes CCO 
certification as the 
benchmark for crane 
operator certification, 
bringing the number of  
regulating states to 15

Exelon Nuclear celebrates 
10 years of participation 
with CCO certification 
by hosting two Practical 
Examiner Accreditation 
Workshops
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ANSI awards accreditation 
to CCO certification confirming 
compliance with international 
standard ISO 17024

New Code of Ethics adopted, 
holding CCO certificants to 
greater accountability

NCCCO reaffirms its 
policy on separation of 
training and testing

Requirement to submit 
physical examination 
forms prior to taking CCO 
exams removed

NCCCO begins development 
of Rigger and Signalperson 
certification programs

NCCCO’s Ethics and 
Discipline program is 
overhauled

Prior notification is 
now required for 
certain practical test 
administrations

Following a fatal tower 
crane accident in Bellevue, 
Washington State 
announces plans for crane 
operator certification
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First “non-operator” 
program—CCO 
Signalperson 
certification—
introduced

Crane Tech 
donates 
Coursebuilder 
software to 
assist CCO test 
development

NCCCO celebrates 
10 years of 
continuous third-
party, independent 
accreditation 
by the National 
Commission 
for Certifying 
Agencies

A six-year study 
shows crane-
related fatalities 
in California drop 
80% after the state 
requires operators 
to be certified

In the wake 
of nationwide 
crane accidents, 
NCCCO appears on 
national media to 
calm public fears

West Virginia 
Governor 
and Labor 
Commissioner 
applaud work of 
NCCCO in the state

Department 
of Energy 
recognizes CCO 
certification 
as meeting 
its Hoisting 
and Rigging 
requirements

New York City 
requires CCO 
certification for 
its C-license

Pennsylvania 
requires crane 
operators to be 
licensed

OSHA publishes 
Proposed Rule 
that would require 
certification for 
crane operators

NCCCO provides 
testimony to the House 
Education and Labor 
Subcommittee, 
pressures the Office 
of Management and 
Budget and urges the 
White House to release 
OSHA’s crane rule
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Rigger Level I 
certification 
introduced

Following the success 
of pilot-testing in 
California, computer-
based testing is 
expanded nationwide

First annual 
Auditors 
Training held

ANSI awards 
commendations 
for CCO 
Practical Exams

Crane Operator 
“Star” Program 
launches with first 
Three-Star (three-
time recertificants) 
recognized

NCCCO makes the case 
for global operator 
certification at the World 
Crane and Transport 
Summit, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands

NCCCO assists 
Maryland and the city 
of Philadelphia with 
development of crane 
operator and inspector 
requirements

Maryland Labor 
Commissioner 
applauds NCCCO’s 
achievements at its 
biannual meeting

North Carolina 
adopts crane 
operator certification

New York City 
references CCO 
certification in 
new license

NCCCO celebrates 10 years 
of recognition by federal 
OSHA; testifies at OSHA 
Proposed Rule hearing
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Articulating 
Crane Operator 
certification is 
introduced, a 
product of a 
partnership with the 
Articulating Crane 
Council of America 
(ACCNA)

Rigger Level II 
certification launches

NCCCO tests 
its 100,000th 
candidate, 
registers its 
10,000th written  
test site

A new online 
application process 
streamlines CCO test 
registration

ANSI commends 
NCCCO’s internal 
procedures during 
annual audit; 
accredits Rigger 
and Signalperson 
certification

In a historic move, 
OSHA finally 
publishes its 
new crane rule, 
the first major 
revision since 1970

New qualification 
requirements for 
signalpersons and 
riggers are part of 
the new OSHA crane 
rule;  crane operator 
certification requirement 
begins a four-year 
“phase-in”

Pennsylvania 
processes the first 
CCO certificants for 
its state license

Washington State 
introduces its crane 
certifiers exam 
developed under 
contract with NCCCO

Union Pacific 
Railroad adopts 
the CCO practical 
exam for its 
crane operator 
certification 
program
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Crane Inspector 
certification 
program is 
introduced, a 
collaborative 
effort with the 
Crane Certification 
Association of 
America (CCAA)

Articulating 
Crane and Rigger 
Level II programs 
receive ANSI 
accreditation

3,000th 
Practical Test 
Site approved 
for testing

First Signalperson 
certificants 
recertify

More than 2,000 
crane operators 
respond to a 
major national 
survey validating 
CCO certification 
exams

NCCCO sponsors 
the Construction 
Safety Challenge 
at CONEXPO; the 
Lift Safety Zone 
makes its debut

United 
Association 
adopts CCO 
Signalperson 
certification

NCCCO alerts the 
Small Business 
Administration 
(SBA) to financial 
impact of OSHA’s 
interpretation of 
C-DAC’s intent on 
crane operator 
certification

NCCCO prevails 
in major legal 
dispute with a 
California crane 
school

NCCCO 
publishes 
guides to 
understanding 
the new OSHA 
crane rule

The first non-U.S. test 
administrations—in 
Saudi Arabia, Brazil 
and Afghanistan— 
are conducted

NCCCO presents 
“Certification Comes 
of Age” at the 
World Crane and 
Transport Summit 
in Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands
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NCCCO 
successfully 
completes 
its first full 
five-year 
audit by 
ANSI

Digger 
Derrick 
Operator 
certification 
program is 
introduced

NCCCO is 
appointed 
to the ASTM 
International 
E36.80 
Personnel 
Performance 
Testing and 
Assessment 
Committee

Growing 
number of 
programs 
prompts 
NCCCO 
to color-
code its 
certification 
cards to 
more easily 
distinguish 
program 
categories

Committed 
to Crane 
Safety 
program 
recognizes 
first 
employers 
of CCO 
certificants

Calculators 
are approved 
for use on 
some CCO 
written 
exams for 
the first time; 
Manitowoc 
Cranes 
sponsors them

The NCCCO 
Experience 
Log Book is 
published and 
begins to be 
issued to newly 
CCO-certified 
operators

Kerry Hulse is 
applauded for 
his service as he 
steps down from 
the Commission 
Chair after 14 
years to take up 
a position on the 
NCCCO Board of 
Directors; Ellis 
Vliet is elected 
his successor

NCCCO President, Thom 
Sicklesteel, issues a 
statement underlining 
NCCCO’s commitment 
to its certificants  and 
the validity of CCO 
certification “regardless 
of the outcome of this 
industry dialogue” over 
OSHA’s misinterpretation 
of its crane rule

National study 
of crane operators 
shows they work 
safer and are 
more productive 
as a result of 
becoming CCO-
certified

3,000th 
Practical Test 
Site approved

New York City 
expands the use of 
CCO certification to 
its A- and B-licenses

West Virginia 
rebuffs efforts to 
accept alternative 
certifications to 
CCO in the state

Washington 
State implements 
strict new rigger 
qualification 
requirements 
that recognize 
CCO certification
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CCO Lift 
Director 
certification 
is introduced 
in response to 
industry calls 
for greater 
accountability 
in lift planning 
and direction

Verify CCO Online 
(VCO) online verification 
program debuts and is 
embraced by employers 
and certificants

Training Providers 
listed on the NCCCO 
website are invited 
to participate in a 
new Recognition 
Program

Digger Derrick and 
Crane Inspector 
programs earn ANSI 
accreditation

CCO Service 
Truck Operator 
certification 
launches

ANSI elects NCCCO 
to the position of 
Secretariat of ISO TC 
96/SC 8 international 
crane committee; 
election to the U.S. 
Technical Advisory 
Group follows

After a series of 
industry stakeholder 
meetings, OSHA 
agrees to re-open 
its crane operator 
certification rule

NCCCO and 
Sindipesa sign a 
Memorandum of 
Understanding in 
Sao Paulo with the 
aim of providing 
CCO certification 
in Brazil

“Visit ICUEE—
Leave Certified” 
program is a 
major success at 
the show

Articulating Crane 
recertification 
exams are 
developed in 
anticipation of 
recertification 
applicants

The popular “Three-Star” 
recertificant program  
is expanded to include 
those recertifying for 
the first and second 
times (One- and Two-Star 
recertificants)

The number 
of CCO 
written 
exams 
administered 
passes the 
400,000 mark
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Number of candidates 
tested since inception 
passes 100,000, 
bringing the 
number of exams 
administered to more 
than 800,000 in 25 
certifications

The first CCO 
certification 
exams in Spanish 
are administered

An online 
Directory of 
CCO Certified 
Crane Inspectors 
becomes available 
on NCCCO’s website

CCO certification 
for Boom Trucks 
introduced

eSubmit system for 
submitting Practical 
Exam score sheets 
goes online

With nine other industry 
organizations, NCCCO 
jointly establishes the 
Coalition for Crane 
Operator Safety (CCOS) 
to ensure C-DAC’s intent 
is reflected in OSHA’s 
interpretation of the 
crane rule

OSHA announces an 
additional three-year 
delay for its federal 
operator certification 
requirement

In the face of state 
initiatives to legalize 
recreational marijuana, 
NCCCO reaffirms its 
substance abuse 
requirement

Rigger certification 
tests are administered 
in Mandarin Chinese 
to a San Francisco-
based contractor

NCCCO’s presence 
at CONEXPO is the 
largest ever with 
over 20,000 sq. ft. of 
exhibit space and 11 
seminars sponsored

NCCCO’s Power 
Line Safety 
Reference card 
introduced at 
CONEXPO

Years since NCCCO was founded 
20

Years NCCCO has been accredited 
17

Years NCCCO has been officially recognized by Federal OSHA 
16

National organizations recognizing CCO certification 
22

States requiring crane operators to be licensed 
17

States requiring or recognizing CCO certification 
13

Candidates taking CCO written exams 
220,000

Candidates taking CCO practical exams 
190,000

Candidates taking CCO recertification exams 
55,000

Written test administrations conducted 
17,500

Practical test sites approved for testing (current) 
4,700 (2,100)

Cranes approved for practical testing 
13,000

Written and practical tests administered 
940,000

Certifications issued (currently held) 
305,000 (250,000)

CCO-certified (current) 
115,000 (88,500)

CCO Certification
“By The Numbers”
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NCCCO acquires the 
test administration 
services operation 
of its longtime 
contractor, 
International 
Assessment 
Institute (IAI)

NCCCO’s Safety 
Information & 
Research Division 
debuts its first 
audio-visual 
offering: a webinar 
on Lift Director 
responsibilities

NCCCO co-sponsors 
the inaugural Lift 
and Move USA 
youth awareness 
event in Chicago

Registration for 
Articulating Crane 
recertification sets 
a new record for a 
CCO recertification 
program

After more than 
three years of 
industry lobbying, 
OSHA removes 
capacity from 
its certification 
requirements

New York City 
approves CCO 
Rigger and 
Signalperson 
certifications 
under the City’s 
Building Code

The first-ever NCCCO 
Crane and Rigging 
Professional  Safety 
Conference is held in 
conjunction with the 
inaugural CONEXPO 
Latin America in 
Santiago, Chile

ANSI accredits 
Lift Director and 
Service Truck 
Crane programs 
and issues a 
commendation 
for NCCCO’s 
Practical Exam 
videos

NCCCO presents 
“What Have Two 
Decades of National 
Crane Operator 
Certification 
Taught Us?” at the 
National Safety 
Council Congress

NCCCO enters into an 
agreement with the 
National Wireless 
Safety Alliance (NWSA) 
for the development of 
certification programs for 
the telecommunications 
industry

NCCCO unveils a 
20th Anniversary 
Recognition Program 
designed to honor 
those who helped 
establish and sustain 
CCO certification 
nationwide

The first 4-Star 
mobile crane 
operators—those 
continually certified 
since 1996—are 
recertified


